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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a new method for analyzing survival
data from combination chemotherapy experiments. The anal
ysis consists of relating survival to the dosage level of each
drug in the combination and using response surface techniques
to determine the importance of drug interactions and to esti
mate optimal doses. A combination experiment using cyclo
phosphamide, mechiorethamine, and mitomycin C in early
L1210 leukemia,advanced Li210 leukemia,and advanced
P388 leukemia is used to illustrate the analyses. A therapeutic
synergism has been shown. As a result of the various drug
interactions, the predicted optimal dose of mitomycin C is
found to be zero. This result was duplicated in each tumor
system studied.

INTRODUCTION

The recent trend toward the use of combination chemothen
apy for the treatment of neoplastic disease raises many unan
swened questions regarding in vivo drug interactions. In addi
tion, other questions relating to optimal dose ratios and drug
schedules in polychemothenapy have largely been ignored due
to the difficulties experienced in attempting to gain answers
either by use of animal tumor models or through clinical expe
nience. Box (2) was early to suggest the potential usefulness of
the statistical design and analytical procedures which have
been developed for the exploration of response surfaces. Pen
haps because of the lack of adequate statistical models for
relating treatment variables to treatment outcome, statisticians
and oncologists have been slow to develop methods to evaluate
the usefulness of the approach suggested by Box.

Addelman et a!. (1) developed an experimental procedure for
determining the optimal dosage levels of a combination of 2
cytotoxic drugs. They chose a linear regression model which
was a polynomial in the dosage levels of the 2 drugs for which
the dependent variable (response) was survival time. Unfortu
nately, these authors used hypothetical data to illustrate their
method; thus, they were unable to demonstrate that their model
provided a satisfactory explanation of experimentally obtained
data. We have attempted to fit such a model using data ob
tamed in animal experiments; in every case we found that the
model was inadequate.

Cox (6) developed an approach utilizing the hazard function
or instantaneous failure rate to relate survival time to treatment
variables. This statistical model has been studied extensively
(4, 9, 13) and is widely used by statisticians analyzing survival
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data. In his paper, Cox develops methods for both continuous
and discrete data. Although survival data are basically contin
uous, Cox notes the need for methods of analyzing discrete
data when there are multiple deaths recorded at the same time,
an occurrence which is theoretically impossible for continuous
data. Unfortunately, the methods for treating discrete data
suffer from the fact that they are not practical computationally
when there are many instances of multiple deaths. In animal
tumor models, when animals uniform as to genetic type, sex,
weight, and age receive injections of equal numbers of tumor
cells and where groups of animals receive the same treatment
on a predetermined day or days after tumor injection, multiple
deaths on many days are expected; consequently, Cox's com
putational procedure is of little use.

Carter et a!. (5) demonstrated that the multivaniate logistic
function quadratic in its argument is an acceptable model to
relate the probability of a favorable treatment outcome to
treatment levels. Once the dose-response surface is estimated
in this manner, it can be explored to determine the significance
of drug interactions within the combination and to estimate
optimal treatment levels. An application of this method, when
nonlethal toxicity constraints are considered, is given along
with certain experimental design considerations by Wamplenet
a!. (17). Although the multivaniate logistic function provides an
acceptable model which readily produces easily interpretable
results, a criticism of the methods developed by these authors
to analyze survival data stems from the fact that the logistic
function requires a dichotomous response, e.g. , successâ€”fail
une. Thus, in this approach, it is first necessary for the investi
gaton to define a favorable treatment outcome and then to
record whether on not each experimental subject experienced
such an outcome. Consequently, not all of the information
contained in the experimental data is used. It follows, therefore,
that the subsequent analysis of the estimated dose-response
surface is less likely to be reproducible within replications of
the same experiment than a method which more completely
utilizes the data. Additionally, the estimated optimal treatments
are dependent upon the definition of a favorable outcome. This
is to be expected when Ine is comparing treatments for short
term survival with thosâ‚¬associated with long-term survival;
however, it is annoying when it is possible for important
changes in the estimated optimal treatment to occur as the
result of trivial changes in the definition of a successful treat
ment result.

In his discussion of Cox's paper, Peto (14) suggests an
approximation to Cox's method which permits the analysis of
data containing multiple deaths on the same date. This was of
potential importance since such a method makes full use of
the experimental data and does not depend on subjective
definitions of a favorable treatment outcome. Possibly because
of the approximate nature of this procedure, its use in analyzing
data from animal studies to evaluate combinations of cytotoxic
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agents has never been reported. Thompson (16) was able to
justify from theoretical considerations the approach suggested
by Peto. As a result, it appears that, for the first time since Box
(2) suggested the usefulness of response surface techniques
in this area, a satisfactory statistical model exists.

It is the purpose of this paper to demonstrate that Cox's
regression model modified as suggested by Peto and justified
by Thompson can be used in the analysis of data obtained from
experiments utilizing a combination of agents on treatment
variables. An experiment involving the use of 3 alkylating
agents for treatment of early or advanced Li 210 leukemia and
for treatment of advanced P388 leukemia is analyzed, and the
comparison of the results obtained from this method of analysis
with those from the current method is given and discussed.
Historically, agents with similar or identical mechanisms of
action and toxicities have not been used in combination treat
ment. However, because differences in transport mechanisms
have been demonstrated for a number of alkylating agents (7,
8) and because it is often possible to show that cells resistant
to one alkylating agent are not resistant to other alkylating
agents (15, 19), we have become interested in studying the
interactions that may exist in in vivo combination treatment with
alkylating agents.

interval (t, t + i@tt)conditioned on the fact that it was alive at
time t. The consequences of this technical definition become
apparent when it is considered mathematically. It is not our
purpose to discuss this aspect of the model. From a practical
point of view, A(t) can be thought of as the instantaneous risk
of death at time t. X@,(t)is the hazard function at time t associated
with the group receiving treatment at the 0 levels. (Note that
because of different scaling conventions, this is not necessarily
the untreated control group.) The levels oftneatment are related
to this â€˜â€˜risk'â€˜function through the quantity exp(@'$)where@ is
a vector of treatment variables, and fi is a vector of unknown
constants which panametenizesthe model and must be esti
mated from the experimental data.

From empirical considerations, it appears likely that for any
instant in time, t, the value of the hazard function will decrease
with increasing levels of treatment until toxicity becomes im
portant. From that point in the treatment space, the value of
the hazard function is likely to increase. As a result, we have
chosen@ to be a second-degree polynomial in the treatment
variables. Thus, for example, in a 3-drug combination

= flux'+ $2X2+ $:IX)@ $IIXI+ $22X2

+ $33X3@ + $12X1X2 + $I3XIX3 + $23X2X)

where

x1 = the dose of Drug 1
X2 the dose of Drug 2
X3 the dose of Drug 3
$1 = the unknown parameter associated with the effect of Drug 1

132 the unknown parameter associated with the effect of Drug 2

$3 = the unknown parameter associated with the effect of Drug 3

1311 = the unknown parameter associated with the toxicity of Drug 1
$22 the unknown parameter associated with the toxicity of Drug 2

$33 = the unknown parameter associated with the toxicity of Drug 3

$12 the unknown parameter associated with the interaction between

Drugs1 and 2
$1 3 = the unknown parameter associated with the interaction between

Drugs1 and3
$23 the unknown parameter associated with the interaction between

Drugs2 and3,

it should be noted that the intercept term in this polynomial is
absorbed in the expression for A@,(t),the form of which requires
no specification.

Once the model has been formulated in this manner, the
unknown parameters are estimated from the experimental data
by the method of maximum likelihood. As a result of the use of
the method of maximum likelihood to estimate the unknown
parameters, it is possible to develop tests of hypotheses con
cerning the significance of terms in the model. Hence, it is
possible to test for the significance of an interaction between
various drugs in the combination. Indeed, if there is interest in
a possible interaction among several drugs, it is possible to test
for its significance merely by including such a term in the model
and estimating the additional parameter. For example, in the 3-
drug illustration given earlier, the importance of the interaction
among all 3 drugs could be determined by including the term
13123X1X2X3in the model, estimating $123, and conducting the

appropriate test. Peace and Flora (i 3) in a Monte Carlo study
have compared the properties of the test based on the like
lihood ratio criterion with those of the tests based on the
asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood estimators. For
sample sizes likely to be encountered in animal studies, these

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Drugs, Experimental Design, Animals, and Tumor Sys
tems. CTX3 (Mead Johnson & Co., Evansville, md.) and MIT
(Bristol Laboratories, Syracuse, N. V.) were supplied in powder
form by the respective drug companies. HN2 (Merck Sharp
and Dohme, West Point, Pa.) was purchased commercially.
Drugs were dissolved in 0.9% NaCI solution and injected i.p. in
amounts from 0.04 to 0.9 mI/injection. Each drug was admin
istened only once on either Day 3 (early) on Day 7 (advanced)
after tumor inoculation. Fifteen combination treatments were
utilized with logarithmic drug dose intervals based on a central
composite design (3) supplemented by 9 single-drug groups
and one control [conventional designs for 3-drug combinations
ordinarily require considerably larger numbers of treatment
groups (17)].

Both Li 210 and P388 leukemias were maintained in our
laboratory by weekly i.p. passage of 10@and 106cells, nespec
tively, into DBA/2 mice. Female C57BL/6 x DBA/2 F1(here
after called B6D2F1) mice with an average weight of 22.2 g
were used for test animals. Day-3-tneated Li 2i 0 leukemia test
animals received i O@tumor cells i.p., Day-7-treated Li 2i 0
leukemia animals received i 06 tumor cells s.c., and Day-7
treated P388 test animals received i 06tumor cells i.p. Animals
were kept in groups of 8 in an air-conditioned, light-controlled
environment. Animals were observed daily for deaths; life span
was recorded.

Model Building. Cox's model was used to relate the levels of
treatment to the survival times of the experimental subjects.
The hazard function, A(t), is assumed to be of the form

A(t) = A@At)exp(@$)

In the formulation A(t)At can be thought of as the limiting
probability as & approaches 0 of a subject dying in the time

3 The abbreviations used are: CTX, cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan); MIT, mito

mycin C; HN2, mechlorethamine (nitrogen mustard).
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Treatment plottingprocedureAssignment1

/2 < exp(x'$)@ 1Noshading1/4<exp(@'$)@i/2.1/8<exp(@'$)@

1/4:1/i6<exp(@'/@)@i/8â€”1/32<exp(@'$)s

1/16Ii/64<exp(@'f1)@
1/32H1/128<exp(@'/l)@

1/64X1/256<exp(@'$)@i/i28)(1/5i2<exp(@'/@)@1/256*1/i024<exp(@'$)s

1/512Â®

CTX-MIT HN2 treatmentof advanced P388leukemiaGroupDose

(mg/kg)Median
survival

(days)60-daysurvivorsCTXMITHN2100090/828700120/832180031.50/843920080/8502.60100/6606.50120/87011.70120/68000.87ii0/89002.1811.50/810003.92150/8ii34.81.040.35ii0/8122181.040.3553.53/81334.86.50.3514.50/81434.81.042.18120/8152186.50.3531.53/8162181.042.1860+5/81734.86.52.18120/8182186.52.18140/8193922.60.8780/82017.42.60.8716.50/82i8711.70.87120/822870.520.8727.50/823872.63.92140/824872.60.17121/825872.60.8727.51/8
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authors were unable to show any clean superiority associated
with either method. Since the tests based on the likelihood
ratio criterion require significantly more computer time, we
shall use the tests based on the asymptotic normality of the
estimators.

It is often of interest to estimate optimal treatment levels, i.e.,
to determine the levels of treatment associated with minimum
estimated risk. This can be accomplished by minimizing, with
respect to @,the quantity @â€˜/@where /@is the vector of maximum
likelihood estimates of the model parameters. The direct opti
mization method developed by Nelder and Mead (1 2) was used
in this phase of the analysis.

The relationships, if known, between the drugs in a combi
nation contain information which could be used to advantage
in the development of better treatments. While the estimate of
the optimal treatment levels is valuable in its own right, it
indicates only where the hazard-response surface is minimized.
Thus, it provides an estimate of the location of the minimum
which is a result of the relationship between the drugs without
providing information concerning the relationship between the
drugs. Although expx'/@is not the estimated hazard function, it
is proportional to this function. Therefore, contour plots of this
quantity provide a graphical representation of the manner in
which the hazard function is influenced by the relationships
between the drugs of a combination.

Contour Plots. The contour plots for a combination are plots
of exp(@'$) for all possible combinations of 2 drugs within a
given range of doses at a fixed level of the third drug. By
considering multiple levels of the third drug, a reasonable
impression of the relationship which exists between the 2 drugs
at the given levels of the third drug can be appreciated. To gain
all such information from a 3-drug experiment, this plotting
procedure must be repeated for each of the possible pains of
drugs. (In a 3-drug combination, this would consist of 3 sets of
plots.) The contour plots are constructed so that the value of
exp(x'fI) is inversely proportional to the absorbance onshading.
The code used to generate the shading is as follows.

between the hazard on risk function and treatment levels is
used to estimate the optimal dosages, it is important to dem
onstrate that the fitted model adequately describes the data. In
this aspect of the analysis, the hazard model approach presents
some difficulty. Classically, the fit of a model is determined by
comparing the observed responses with those expected under
the model. However, in our present situation, the response or
dependent variable, hazard, is not observed. Accordingly, the
usual approach is not applicable. To gain an indication of the
strength of fit of the estimated models, we have ranked the
experimental groups according to their median survival time
and again from highest to lowest value of the estimated hazard
function. The correlation between those 2 sets of ranks was
then estimated yielding Speanman's rank order correlation
coefficient,@ As with other correlation coefficients, p ranges
from â€”i to + i inclusively. For our application, we are inter
ested in large positive values since low risks are associated
with long median survival times. Additionally, we used the
method developed by Kay (10) to determine the adequacy of
the models. This procedure consists of defining the residuals
and plotting their estimated cumulative hazard function.

RESULTS

Results from a conventional analysis are shown in Tables i
to 3 for Experiments 1 to 3. A graphic presentation of the
analysis as a result of model fitting is shown in Charts i to 3.
Parameters of the models and their statistical significance are
listed in Table 4 while goodness of fit is indicated by rank order
analysis presented in Table 5. We were able to show that each
cumulative residual hazard function approximated a line with
unit slope which further indicates an adequate fit according to
the procedure of Kay (10). Optimum doses obtained by the
Nelden-Mead senanchprocedure for advanced P388 leukemia
were CTX (20i mg/kg), HN2 (2.3 mg/kg), and MIT (0.0 mg/
kg); for early Li 2i 0 leukemia, they were CTX (255 mg/kg),

Table 1

The result of this method of shading is that the value of
exp(@'f@)associated with treatments decreases by one-half as
the absonbance becomes a shade darker. We have chosen this
convention since it can be shown that, when the underlying
survival distribution is exponential a doubling of the average
survival time is associated with a halving of the value of the
hazard function. Since the true survival distribution is always
unknown, a situation in which Cox's approach is applicable,
we can claim only that increasing absonbances are associated
with improved survival time.

Goodness-of-Fit Tests. Before the estimated relationship
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CTX-MIT-HN2 treatment of Day 7 solid L 12 10leukemiaNo

survivorsinany group (8 animals/group) completed eachexperiment.GroupDose

(mg/kg) Median sur
vival

CTX MIT HN2(days)10

0 010293
0 0153233
0 0214419
0 024.550
2.79 01160
6.98 01370

12.6 013.580
0 0.9310.590
0 2.33ii100
0 4.19iiii37.2
1.12 0.371312233
1.12 0.3721.51337.2
6.98 0.3716.51437.2
1.12 2.3313is233
6.98 0.372016233
1.12 2.33221737.2
6.98 2.3313.518233
6.98 2.331319419
2.79 0.93262018.6
2.79 0.9312.52193

12.6 0.93132293
0.59 0.9316.52393
2.79 4.1914.52493
2.79 0.1917.52593
2.79 0.93 18

Proportiona! Hazard Surviva! Ana!ysis

Table 3HN2 (i .0 mg/kg), and MIT (0.0 mg/kg); and for advanced
Li 2i 0 leukemia, they were CTX (419 mg/kg), HN2 (3.5 mg/
kg), and MIT (0.0 mg/kg).

For confirmation, small experiments were conducted in each
tumor system in a region about the predicted optimal combi
nation. Since the estimated optimal dose of MIT in each tumor
system was 0.0 mg/kg, the dose of this drug in each confirm
atory experiment was taken to be either 0.0 or 2.5 mg/kg. The
treatment levels and results for these 3 experiments are given
in Table 6.

DISCUSSION

Therapeutic synergism (i i ) is shown for combination treat
ment of advanced P388 leukemia (Table i ) and marginally so
for both Day 3 ascites Li 2i 0 leukemia (Table 2) and advanced
solid Li 2i 0 leukemia (Table 3). Equally numbered groups in
the 3 experiments received virtually the same treatments al
though slightly different doses have been calculated because
of minor differences in average weight of animals in the 3
experiments. Animals in the respective groups did receive
exactly the same ratios of the 3 drugs. The best single drug is
CTX (Groups 3, 4, and 4, respectively) while the best drug
combinations are Groups 16, i 2, and 19, respectively. A
pattern is discernible in that of the total of 41 survivors for 60
days, 39 are in Groups 4, i 2, i 5, 16, 24, and 25. In advanced
solid Li 2i 0 leukemia, there were no survivors beyond 32 days,
but 5 of these groups are included in the 6 best for this tumor.
A higher dose of the best drug CTX appears to be required for
optimal treatment of the more refractory tumors. Overall, MIT
and HN2 appeared to be roughly equal therapeutically, al
though in advanced P388 leukemia HN2 gave a slightly better
result while in advanced Li 2i 0 leukemia MIT was slightly
better. Assuming that in the mouse the full dose is 400 mg/kg

Table 2
CTX-MIT-HN2 treatment of Day 3 ascites L 12 10 leukemia

Animals were observed for 100 days.

for CTX, 4 mg/kg for HN2, and i 0 mg/kg for MIT, one might
assume that full or near full doses of CTX could be used with
a half-dose of HN2 and less than a half-dose of MIT. It seems
reasonably certain that large doses of CTX should be used,
but the exact doses of the other drugs are much less clear.

Turning to the conclusions as a result of model fitting and
analysis for optimal doses, one notes that MIT really is of no
advantage at all in the combination as judged by the estimated
optimal doses. This finding is reproduced in all experiments.
One also notes that CTX is relatively less valuable and that
HN2 is relatively more valuable in the treatment of advanced
P388 leukemia, but a firm conclusion in this regard would
require confirmation by repeat experimentation. The optimal
dose of both CTX and HN2 is less in early Li 2i 0 leukemia.
This is consistent with the observation that the optimal single
drug dose for treating a responsive tumor is less than the
optimal dose for treatment of a more refractory tumor (i 8).

In Charts i to 3, geometric representation of the shapes of
the dose-response surfaces is presented. The dose-response
surface of a combination of n drugs is represented by a figure
in n + 1 dimensions. To display 4 dimensions, we have used
different densities for the third dimension and multiple panels
to represent the fourth dimension. One might think of a 3-
dimensional object (cube) containing different densities on
colors. We have taken 5 cuts of this cube in each of 3 planes
at 90Â°angles from each other for a total of 15 plates/expeni
ment (Charts 1 to 3).

Once contour plots have been produced for several expeni
ments, it is natural to want to compare them. To do so correctly
requires an understanding of exactly what has been plotted.
From the definition of the terms in the statistical model, it is
apparent that exp(@'g), the quantity plotted, is the ratio of the
hazard function associated with treatment condition@ to the
hazard function associated with the control group. Therefore,
the different shadings on the contour plots indicate regions in

Dose (mg/kg)

GroupCTXMITHN2Median
survival

(day)60-daysurvivors100080/8290.600130/8322600200/744080060+5/8502.72010.50/8606.790130/87012.2090/88000.91100/89002.26130/810004.08120/81136.21.090.36140/812226i.090.3660+6/81336.26.790.36160/81436.21.092.2640.51/6152266.790.36112/8a162261.092.2660+5/81736.26.792.26170/7i82266.792.2690/8194082.720.9116.50/82018.12.720.9115.50/82190.612.20.918.50/82290.60.540.91191/82390.62.724.0890/82490.62.720.18252/82590.62.720.9160+6,81

aOne74-daydeathinGroup15and61-,72-, and99-daydeathsin Group
25.
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Chart 2. Contour plots resulting from the analysis of the early ascites Li 2i 0 leukemia experiment.
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Hazard functioncoefficientsa for triple alkylatorcombinationsP388Early

Li 2i 0Advanced Li2i0EstimatedS.D.pEstimatedS.D.pEstimatedS.D.pCTX

MIT
HN2
CTX toxicity
MIT toxicity
HN2toxicity
CTX-MIT
CTX-HN2
MIT-HN2
CTX-MIT-HN2$1

$2

$3

fi,'
1322

$33

$12

$13

$23

ff123â€”i3.45

â€”4.77
â€”5.39
13.01
2.8i
3.45
4.54
2.92
7.671.36

0.93
1.i5
1.29
0.72
i .03
i.26
i.52
i.33<0.OOi

<0.001
<0.OOi
<0.OOi
<0.OOi
<0.OOi
<0.001
<0.06
<0.OOiâ€”i4.45

â€”6.82
â€”ii.08

9.28
4.47
8.94
8.32

iO.24
6.26i.44

0.92
1.29
1.18
0.66
1.i 4
1.32
i.66
i.27<0.OOi

<0.001
<0.OOi
<0.OOi
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<0.001
<0.OOi
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<0.001â€”14.54

â€”5.25
â€”i.09
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2.52
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33.60i.44
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0.60
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i.37
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Chart 3. Contour plots resulting from the analysis of the advanced solid Li 2i 0 leukemia experiment.

Table 4

I Coefficients are scaled for ease of comparison so that a 1 00% dose of CTX is 400 mg/kg, a 1 00% dose of MIT is 1 0 mg/kg, and a 1 00% dose of HN2 is 4 mg/

kg. These 100% dose values are selected on experimental considerations. Different 100% dose values would result in proportionately different coefficients.

Li 210 experiment. However, by comparing Tables i and 3, it
can be seen that there were survivors in the P388 experiment
and that all animals died in the advanced Li 210 experiment.
Careful analysis will show that we are relatively more successful
in reducing the hazard of animals beaning advanced Li 2i 0
disease which appears to have a higher intrinsic lethality than
does advanced P388 leukemia.

One of the advantages of such plots is that a visual compar
ison of dose-response surfaces for 2 or more experiments can
easily be made. Comparable panels in the 3 experiments show
recognizable similarities confirming the reproducibility of the
dose-response pattern even though somewhat different exper
imental conditions prevailed (e.g. , the tumor and/or tumor
burden) in the 3 experiments.

the treatment space (combinations) where the hazard is ne
duced by i /2, i /4, i /8, . . . 1/1 024 in comparison to the
control group. As such, the comparison of locations of optimal
treatment regions can be made by comparing the darkest
regions from experiment to experiment. However, since the
hazard function, Xo(t), associated with the control group is
never specified, it follows that the absorbances associated with
the various regions on the contour plots from experiment to
experiment should not be compared unless one is willing to
assume equality of the A@(t)'s.To illustrate the difficulties as
sociated with a comparison of absorbances, consider the con
tour plots for the advanced P388 and advanced Li 2i 0 tumors.
As a result of the darken shading, it is tempting to conclude
that the best treatments are associated with the advanced
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Table 6
Treatment combinations in confirmatory experiments

Advanced P388

Early Li 210

Advanced Li 210

Dose(mg/kg)Median
survival
(days)60-daysurvivorsCTXMITHN2700.01.515.50/8700.04.525.00/8702.51.524.50/8702.54.513.00/81400.03.014.50/162100.01.542.02/82100.04.534.50/82102.51.560.0+7/82102.54.5u.S0/80.00.00.010.00/81250.00.519.00/161250.01.560.0+7/81252.50.560.0+6/81252.51.560.0+4/82500.01

.060.0+16/163750.00.560.0+7/83750.01.560.0+6/83752.50.553.03/83752.51.59.00/80.00.00.08.00/81500.0i.ii9.00/8isoo.o3.319.00/81502.51.121.00/81502.53.321.00/83000.02.223.00/154500.01.124.00/84500.03.318.00/84502.51.128.00/84502.53.312.50/80.00.00.01

1.00/8

In each of the experiments described in this paper, the model
fitted was the complete quadratic with the 3-factor interaction
term included. In both the early Li 2i 0 and advanced P388
experiments, the addition of the 3-factor interaction term did
not result in a significant improvement of the explanatory ability
of the model; therefore, the models without these terms were
used. In Table 4, the parameter estimates and standard devia
tions are given along with the associated p value for the
hypothesis that each parameter is 0. As a result of the hypoth
esis testing, it is possible to make conclusions concerning the
importance of the individual drugs and the interactions in the
survival of diseased animals. From model considerations, terms
with negative coefficients act to increase the survival time while
those with positive coefficients act to decrease it.

Examination of the parameters indicates that CTX is the most
important drug and that HN2 is probably more important than
MIT except possibly in advanced Li 210 leukemia. As ex
pected, the pure quadratic coefficients which are associated
with toxicity always have positive coefficients, and we can see
that in the P388 experiment CTX toxicity was most prominent
while it was less prominent in advanced Li 2i 0 leukemia.
However, additional conclusions can be reached that may not
be as apparent and therefore possibly not subject to verification
except insofar as they are reproducible in the 3 experiments
presented. That is, the modeling approach provides a means
for more informative analysis of drug interactions.

It can be seen that all but 2 of the 2-factor interaction terms
have significantly positive coefficients. In the advanced Li 2i 0
experiment, the coefficients reflective of the CTX-HN2 and
MIT-HN2 interactions are negative, and one, the CTX-HN2
coefficient, is significantly different from 0. In one of the ex

Table 5

peniments, advanced Li 21 0, the 3-factor interaction had a
significant coefficient. Consequently, it must be concluded that
the 2-factor interactions vary according to the level of the third
drug. For example, given that a full dose of MIT is administered,
the CTX-HN2 interaction coefficient becomes â€”3.66+ 33.60
= 29.94. This is in comparison to the CTX-HN2 interaction

coefficient of â€”3.66when no MIT is given. Hence, due to the
3-factor interaction when a full dose of MIT is administered, an
interaction which served to increase the survival time has been
changed to one which is deleterious. Thus, whenever a 3-factor
interaction is significant, all 2-factor interactions become im
portant and cannot be ignored.

It is informative to discuss the importance of the interaction
terms in the model in light of the therapeutic synergisms which
have been noted in each of the experiments. A therapeutic
synergism is said to occur when a combination of drugs gives
better treatment results than any single drug given at its optimal
level. It has been noted from model consideration that negative
coefficients imply an effect which acts to increase survival time
while positive coefficients are indicative of an effect which
shortens survival time. As a result, the fact that in 2 of the
experiments all of the 2-factor interactions have positive coef
ficients seems to contradict the finding of a therapeutic synen
gism. However, such is not the case. The inference to be drawn
as a result of the positive interaction coefficients is that the
toxicities are also synergistic; i.e. , as the doses are increased,
the toxicity associated with the combination increases at a rate
greaten than the sum of the 2 toxicities. In the third experiment
using advanced Li 2i 0 leukemia, the coefficient of the 3-factor
interaction is seen to be positive indicating a synergistic toxicity
when all 3 drugs are given simultaneously. However, with the

Treat
ment

groupa

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

io
ii
i2
i3
i4
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Median Esti
survival mated

time hazard

3 2
11 16
22.5 21

1.5 3
4 5

ii 13
11 8

5.5 4
7 12

18 10
5.5 ii

24 24
17 17
ii 18
22.5 22
25 25
ii 7
15.5 9

1.5 1
19 14
11 6
20.5 20
15.5 15
ii 19
20.5 23

Spearman's i@=
0.8465 (p <
0.001)

Median Esti
survival mated

time hazard

1 1
ii ii
19 24
23.5 22

7 2
ii 9
4 3
6 7

11 12
9 6

13 10
23.5 25
15 15
2i 18

8 20
23.5 23
17 16
4 8

16 13
14 14
2 5

18 19
4 4

20 17
23.5 21

Spearmans@ â€”
0.8904 (p <
0.001)

Median Esti
survival mated

time hazard

1 1
15 12
21 20
24 25
4 5
9 9

12.5 ii
2 2
4 3
4 4
9 6

22 2i
16.5 15
9 8

20 23
23 22
12.5 13
9 10

25 24
6 7
9 17

16.5 14
14 16
18 19
19 18

Spearman's i@=
0.9544 (p <
0.001)

@Fortreatments, see Tables 1, 2, and 3.
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administration of a 0 dose of MIT, it can be seen that the
interaction between CTX and HN2 has a negative sign implying
that the toxicity of these 2 drugs in combination while treating
advanced Li 2i 0 leukemia is less than the sum of the 2 toxic
ities when given separately. Thus, a therapeutic synergism can
occur when interaction coefficients are positive or negative.
One can see then that most of the interaction terms are dele
terious and generally in the range of the toxicity terms. This is
consistent with the known similarities of mechanisms of toxicity.
In spite of this, a therapeutic synergism has been demonstrated
in all 3 experiments. Hopefully, in the testing of combinations
with different toxicities, more favorable interaction terms will be
uncovered.

It is important to realize that, while the analysis permits the
estimation of optimal dosage levels for the drugs in a combi
nation, the results are probably best interpreted as the esti
mated optimum being the center of a region in the treatment
space associated with improved treatments. Such conserva
tism is prompted by the variability associated with the estimated
optimum which is due to the variability inherent in the expeni
mental data. A confidence interval about the true optimum
would be informative but, unfortunately, the necessary statis
tical theory for such a calculation has yet to be developed.

Since factorial confirmatory experiments with 4 dose levels
of each drug plus controls would have required many mice, we
compromised and examined only a portion of the original
treatment space. In early Li 2i 0 disease, all those animals
treated with the optimum combination were alive after 60 days
while deaths were observed in all other treatment groups. The
treatment groups with maximum observed lifetimes in the ad
vanced tumor systems each contained small amounts of MIT.
However, it is interesting to note that in each case the observed
optima were located in the darkest region of the hazard plots
and were, in fact, better than any of the treatment groups
considered in the original experiment. Such an occurrence
emphasizes the importance of the hazard plots and further
justifies the interpretation of the optimization process as a
region-finding procedure.

In conclusion, we have presented a refined method of math
ematically modeling dose-response surfaces for combinations
of drugs which we can show fits experimental data quite well
and which is reproducible within acceptable limits from exper
iment to experiment. While it is recognized that distortion
occurs in any representation of an ideal dose-response surface
as a result of (a) experimental error, (b) experimental variation
(small sample size), and (c) mathematical modeling when the
exact nature of the underlying function is unknown, it appears
that the adaptation of the Cox model has reduced distortion

due to modeling to within the range or less than that of distortion
from the other factors. Additional experience will be required
to draw precise conclusions relative to the merits of such
modeling, but it appears that many benefits will accrue over
just a visual analysis of the data. In the example presented, the
model indicates that MIT and HN2 are of equal value as single
drugs. However, MIT is of lessenvalue in the 3-drug combina
tion.

It should be stressed that the analysis is not dependent on
or limited by graphical displays and can be applied equally well
to combinations of 4 on 5 drugs where density plots become
more and more confusing and difficult to interpret.
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